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Current international developments in screen arts have focussed on the mobile phone as the latest site 
for the production, distribution and exhibition of experimental and innovative works.  
 
Contribution 
The Pocket Film Festival brought together an international collection of artists and media activists 
working in the field of mobile phone technologies.  My contribution, “deep wallpaper”, five small 
video loops, arrives at a new benchmark whereby the restrictions of the medium, particularly the small 
screen size became an aesthetic advantage comparable to the graphic innovation of the postage stamp. 
 
Significance 
The significance of this research is that it showed that themes developed in painting around colour and 
the look of wet paint could become innovative content for video and new screen media. Five of my 
works were selected to be shown at the Pompidou Centre, a highly esteemed venue for developments 











2. Pocket Film Festival website 
 
 
3. Pocket Film Festival Catalogue cover  
 
 




5. Review of Pocket Film Festival in Real Time magazine 
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3. deepwallpaper, part 3, 2006, video for g3 phone, 30 second loop, frame enlargement 
 
 
